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 Why imeji?  
 - Functionalities and other solutions  
 Functionalities in focus 
 
 - Data upload 
 - Metadata profile editor 
 - Search 
 - Export 
 - Metadata editing 
 - Data browsing 
 - Image viewer digilib 
 - Further utilities 
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Data Upload 
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Data Upload 
 
- No restriction on file types 
- Black & Whitelist in imeji.properties 
- Automated generation of thumbnails and webresolution 
 - For over 100 formats 
- Orginial file is kept 
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Solution  Images Video Audio Research Data Native Formats 
            *** 
*    “…support for all common file types” 
**  Uses same API as imeji 
*** File size limited to 200MB 
* 
** 
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Solution Original Data Techn. metadata Checksum 
            **           * 
*   Techn. metadata not correctly displayed according to: http://www.embeddedmetadata.org/social-media-test-results.php 
** e.g. tiff files are stored in jpg  
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Metadaten Editor 
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Metadaten Editor 
- Completely free definable statements 
- Hierarchical structure 
- Various metadata types 
- Reuse of metadata profiles  
- Change order of md statements with drag&drop 
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Metadaten Editor 
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Metadaten Editor 
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Solution Controlled Vocab Freely definable statements Hierarchical 
profile 
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Search 
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Search Solution Destinct md search Logical operators 
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Export 
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Export 
- rdf and zip export 
- Content negotiation 
- Export in different views 
- oai-pmh interface 
(colab.mpdl.mpg.de/mediawiki/Imeji_Interfaces) 
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Solution Oai-pmh 
interface 
XML Export File Export 
          ** 
 
           * 
           * 
             
*   Only single items, no sets 
** One has to register to use export API, permission for commercial use is unclear 
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Metadata editing 
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Metadata editing 
- single edit 
- edit selected  
- batch edit 
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Image viewer digilib 
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Further utilities 
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Further utilities 
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Further utilities 
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Further utilities 
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Further utilities 
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Thank You! 
